
Lot# Item Description

1 Tool box, 8 drawers, on casters

2 Adjustable computer table, color: gray

3 Storage cabinet, metal, 2 doors, Color: gray

4 Storage cabinet, metal, 2 doors, Color: black

5 Storage cabinet, metal, 2 doors, Color: black

6 Typing table with casters

7 Small storage cabinet, metal, 2 doors

8 Skid of tool boxes, 5 each

9 Small printer table, metal, color: black with light oak top

10 Small table, metal, color: black with wood top

11 File safe, 5 drawers, legal size, Color: gray, combination lock

12 Lot of 5 blue side chairs, sleigh style

13 Credenza, metal, 2 doors, Color: gray

14 Desk, metal, with 6 drawers, with plexiglass, organizer top

15 Computer stand with roll up door

16 Storage cabinet, 3 doors, color: white and gray

17 Equipment cabinet, 2 shelf, metal

18 Credenza, metal, 4 drawers, 2 doors, black with walnut top

19 Tables, one on 3 casters and one without casters

20 W/D

21 File cabinet, metal, 5 drawers, letter size, color: gray

22 File cabinet, metal, 4 drawers, letter size, color: gray

23 File cabinet, metal, 5 drawers, letter size, color: gray

24 File cabinet, metal, 5 drawers, letter size, color: gray

25 Safe with broken lock, 5 drawers, legal size, color: gray

26 Printer stand, wood with black top

27 Computer table with keyboard holder, light oak

28 Ice maker base stand

29 Storage cabinet, metal, 2 doors, with hasp lock

30 Bookshelf, metal, 3 shelves, color: beige

31 Bookshelf, metal, 3 shelves, color: tan
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32 Cabinet, metal with sliding glass doors, color: blue

33 Bookshelf, metal, 4 shelves, color: gray

34 Bookshelf, metal, 4 shelves, color: putty

35 Lateral file cabinet, 5 drawers, metal, with key, color: tan

36 Storage cabinet, metal, 2 doors, color: tan

37 One skid of misc electrical parts and supplies

38 L-shaped work surface table

39 Credenza, metal, 2 doors, and chair

40 GSA desk, metal, 6 drawers, gray with chair

41 Corner desk with orange chair

42 Bookshelf, metal, 3 shelves, color: black with walnut top

43 Bookshelf, metal, 3 shelves, color: black with walnut top

44 Storage stand, metal, 2 doors, color: beige

45 Lot of 3 chairs with orange fabric, with casters, and arms

46 Bookshelf, wooden, 3 shelves

47 Bookshelf, wooden 4 shelves

48 Bookshelf, metal, 5 shelves

49 Skid of misc office supplies and equipment (Condition Unknown)

50 Skid of misc kitchen appliances, (Condition Unknown) 

51 Lateral file cabinet under counter/desk, 2 drawers, color: mocha

52 Lateral file cabinet, 2 drawers, Color: mocha

53 Lateral file cabinet, 2 drawers, Color: mocha

54 Lot of 3 chairs with orange fabric, two with arms, one secretarial, both with casters

55 Desk, one drawer, color: gray, with chair

56 Combination safe, 2 drawers, Remington Rand

56B Combination safe, 2 drawers, Remington Rand

57 Thomas compressor parts kit: includes pistons, cylinder, head, discharge plate

58 Misc electrical supplies and parts

59 Desk/table with chair

60 Computer table/Desk with adjustable keyboard stand with chair

61 Table with accessories/vertical files and chair
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62 Storage cabinet, metal, 2 shelves, color: tan

63 File cabinet, one drawer, one door on casters

64 File cabinet, 2 drawers, metal with key, color: brown

65 File cabinet, 2 drawers, metal, color: tan

66 Misc office equipment

67 Misc electrical supplies  

68 Bookshelf, metal, 2 shelves, color: tan

69 Safe, 2 drawers, combination, top drawer broken

70 Lateral file cabinet, metal, 5 drawers, color: mocha

71 File cabinet, metal, 2 drawers, color: gray

72 Combination safe, 2 drawers, color: Blue

73 GSA desk, metal, 7 drawers, with chair

74 GSA table, one drawer, metal

75 GSA table, one drawer, metal

76 Skid of wooden organizer tops/bookshelves, use in garage or laundry room

77 Lot of non-working fans and heater, use for parts/pieces

78 Skid of detectors, meters, and indicators, etc.

79 Skid of gauges and analytical equipment

80 Storage cabinet, wall mount, metal, one door, Color: blue

81 Storage cabinet, wall mount, metal, one door, Color: blue

82 Storage cabinet, wall mount, metal, one door, Color: blue

83 Storage cabinet, wall mount, metal, one door, Color: blue

84 Skid of blue metal cabinets with drawers, Two pieces of granite slab

85 Storage rack assembly hardware and pieces

86 Microwave on stand, wooden

87 Wooden bookshelf, large, 6 shelves

88 File cabinet, metal, legal size, 5 drawers, color: black, with key

89 File cabinet, metal, legal size, 4 drawers, color: black

90 File cabinet, metal, letter size, 5 drawers, color: gray

91 File cabinet, metal, letter size, 5 drawers, color: gray

92 File cabinet, metal, letter size, 5 drawers, color: black
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93 File cabinet, metal, letter size, 4 drawers, color: gray

94 File cabinet, metal, legal size, 4 drawers, color: tan

95 Misc electrical equipment

96 Lot of Modular furniture

97 Metal table

98 Metal table

99 Metal table

100 Metal table

101 Round wooden table with 2 chairs

102 Round wooden table with 4 chairs

103 Metal desk with 5 drawers, color: beige, with walnut top, with chair

104 Metal desk with 5 drawers, color: beige, with walnut top, with chair

105 Sandblaster vacuum, by Snap-On

106 Sandblaster vacuum, by Snap-On

107 Misc electrical insulating bushing, service boxes, safety switch, electric interlocked dual valves

108 Paper shredder by shredmaster

109 File safe, 2 drawer, combination lock, legal size, fire rated

110 File safe, 2 drawer, combination lock, legal size, fire rated

111 Misc welding supplies, tips, acetylene and tig

112 Misc gate valves and traps

113 Misc traps and control valves

114
Pipe insulation, emission control and electromagnet instrument control cabinets, laboratory 
glassware

115 Misc instrumentation: calibrators and voltmeters, gauss meter load cell

116 Dynameters, misc calibration equipment

117 Oxygen analyzer, 2- GP 280 gauge controller; recorder

118 Semiconductor precision strain gauges, 4 boxes

119 Tektronics instruments rolling cart

120 Misc instruments: conductivity two-wire transmitters

121
Small lab oven: Metrohm 688 KF; CEM capping station; ratemeter; research pulses; Carl Zeiss 
microscopes

122 Misc laboratory instruments; scales, plotter
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123
Misc laboratory instruments: multimeters, vacuum tube tester, thermocouple data logger, Toledo lab 
scale

124 Misc electronic testing equipment: monitors, HP 3478Am multimeters

125
Misc laboratory equipment: pall filter cartridge, digital thermometers, magna scale, torsion balance, 
plotters

126 Misc laboratory equipment: moisture monitor, power supply, speed controllers, gas flow controllers,

127 Video recorders, VHS, 3 each; File processors, Polaroid, 2 each; reel to reel projector, Nikon enlarger

128 MKS Baratron signal conditioner , type 270B with resistence thermometer and type 286 controller

129
Misc laboratory instruments: automatic editing control units; ring force gauge, thickness standards, 
durometer, gauge markers, microflame touch kit, small calibration tools and standards

130 Siemens tablet press

131
Skid of misc instruments: moisture monitor, digital barometer, oxygen analyzers, and other misc 
items

132
Misc lab equipment: Voltage stabilizer, multimeter, current meter, oxygen analyzer, and other misc 
controllers

133
Skid of misc labortory micro pumps; Dayton 1/3hp, 1725rpm split phase pump motors, 4 each; and 
other misc items

134 Neslab liquid recirculator, System I

135 Skid containg Holiday detector, by Tinker and Rason, and misc items.

136 Skid containg six cases of Precision strain gauges

137 Heisle 1000000 psi and 700 Megapascal warer gauges, 2 each

138
Skid of misc lab equipment: back flow controllers, Wahl proportional dual set point controller, and 
other misc items

139
One skid of small spools of instrument wire, heat treated, glass sleeving and plastic sleeving, and 
hand tools.

140 One skid of back flow preventers, conductance meters, and other misc items

141 Instron Tensil testing machine, model 1125

142 Electric cross cut saw

143
VWR1430 vacuum gauge, Grieve Laboratory oven, National Appliance Company Laboratory oven, 
model 5831

144
Pallet of misc laboratory items: Milling guide, R5-200, Photolastic Inc., Unitek power supply, counter 
imers; 2 vacuum pumps

145
Pallet of misc laboratory equipment: Franklin electric vacuum pump, chart recorders, moisture 
analyzers, Welch vacuum pumps

145B Tool Boxes, 2 each

146
Pallet of misc laboratory equipment: trace oxygen analyzer, servo motor, HP quartz thermometer, misc
calibration equipment
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147
Pallet of misc laboratory equipment: pressure indicators digital termometer; guassmeter, Bell610; 
pressure machine, Tomometer, VON12430

148 ETSCHEID water chiller; small water chiller moisture monitor

149
Paller containing misc laboratory equipment: balancing machine, frequency generator; acoustics 
analyzer, Type 4418; deflectometer by Tinius and Olsen

150 Refrigeratred recirculator, Dupont moisture monitor 303

151 Pallet of misc electrical entrance caps, misc breakers, instrumentation lighting bulbs; air filters

152 Camera copy stand

153 Mitsubishi large screen display monitor

154 Mitsubishi large CRT screen TV

155 Mitsubishi large CRT screen monitor

156 Panasonic large screen color video projector with remote system

157 Line Voltage regulator, Solatron/Acuvolt max 15 KVA

158 Instrument control cabinet with breakers

159 Pallet containing micrometer set; regulated power supply; actuators; sensors and misc lab items

160 Fluorescent lamp disposer

161 Opt. Temp Chillers, 2 each

162
Turbo Vsp 500 closed cell concentrator, Neslab Chillers- 3 each, Forma Scientific chiller bath and 
circulator

163 Electric motors, 5hp; 2- Dayton, 1 Boldor

164 Skid of misc oil filters, control switch, regulators, check valve, 10 gallon bladder kits

165 Lead test table, 2,000lb cap.

166 Belt sander, Rockwell

167 Microwave and table
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